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to Dobbs's review; Brad Caslor cover

¹14: Snow Wtu'te's fiftieth birthday; computer animation; Miller on 'Ewoks and Droids;
Norman McLaren tribute

¹15: McCracken on DuckTales; Bastien on the LA Animatiort Celebration; Miller on
Harms-Barbers; Winsor McCay; expanded review secfion

Each issue contains more features, including our regular news, trivia, reView, and other
columns.
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FO Box 1240,

Cambridge MA 02238.
Please make all checks payable to Mike Ventrelia
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EMMY'ORIII,L
tutus, shorts, TV shows and specials,
rock videos, commercials, and any
thing else you can think of. I t should
make for some interesting lists.

Finally, we' re sad to say that last
issue's installment of John Cawley's
Fox Report was the final one. John' s
job as Production Coordinator at Film
Roman, combined with his activities
with his own animation newsletter
(Get Animatedl Update), h is co 
editorship with Jim Korhs of a new
animation magazine (Cartoon Quar
terly), and Jolm and Jim's mail-order
business (Korkis and Cawley), doesn' t
leave much time left over. We ' re
extremely grateful for John's con
uibutions to Animato, which started
way back in issue 05.

For those who particularly miss The
Fox Report's news items. we heartily
recommend Gst A nimatedl Update.
John's 8-times-a-year industry news
letter. A year 's subscription is
$20.00 from Jolm at PO Box 1582,
Burbank CA 91507.

o is giowmg, m more ways
than one. The f irst is in circulation;
with this issue, we gain three new
distributors and a much larger press run
than ever before.

The second way in which we' re
expanding will become fully apparent
next issue: we' re moving fmm digest
size to an 8xll, 40-page format. This
will allow us to bring you far more
material, and will make us a more
prominent and promotable item for
newstand sales. (Youll be glad to
know that the new format doesn't mean
a higher cover price or subscription
rate for n ow, d espite the r ecent
postage price hike.)

It's been a while since we' ve run the
Animato fthn poll. I t w i l l be return
ing next issue, so please send us your
top-ten lists i n t h e f e ature f ihn,
theatrical short, independent short, TV
speciaL and T V se r ies categories.
We' re also adding a new category for
your all-time favorites in all types of
animation. Absolutely every type of
animation is eligible for this list: fea Harry NcCracken

fan mail from some flounder
Write to Animato at PO Box1240, Cambridge, MA 02238

TAis issue's Auters section is devoted to
summing «p the great Talking Animals
and Other People debate. For those wAo
came in late, the controversy began with
G. NicAael Dobbs's critical Awk at Sham
us CulAane's autobiograpAy in Animato
NJ, wAicA focused on CulAane's cover
age of Ais years ut the FleiscAer Studios.
(W'e Aad published Harry NcCracken's

more favorable review of the book in
gl0.) N14 featured SAamus Culhane's
defense of Ais book, and tbtst issue's
letters section contained Nike Dobbs's
response to that. T h e letters here ure

the Asst space we wiN devote to the
topic; even tAis interesting brouAaAu Aus
got to stop somew Acre.

Dear Animato:
After months of dwelling about it, I

h ave fmally decided to r enew m y
subscription to Animato. I w o u ld have
done so much sooner, as I like it very
much, but I was bugged by O. Michael
Dobbs's negative review of Shamus
Culhane's book Ta lking AnimaLsand
OtAer People i n is sue N13. Q uit e
honestly, Fm confused by his dislike for



it. I a m no expert on animation, so I
cannot say if it is 100% accurate in all
respects. especially in dealing with the
Fleischer studio (which is where Mr.
Dobbs seemed to get all tangled up).
But it is certainlya unique and crisply
written book, and deserves to be read by
anyone interested in animation, and I
think Mr. Dobbs should have said so.
My only disappointment (one which will
probably please Mr. Dobbs) is that the
book is getting very poor distribution,
and is therefore not easy to fmd.

I'm hoping readers will march down to
their local bookstore (or l ibrary) and
request that it get the book in stock, if it
doesn't have it already, b efore it be
comes just another "out of print collect
ible" available only at inflated prices.
Buy it and read it. It's good.

And as for someone like Mr. Dobbs,
who already owns it and has read it, well,
perhaps he should read it again!

Chris Squyres
Orange, California

Dear Animato:
Three cheers to Michael Dobbs for his

reply t o Sh amus C u lhane's letter.
Culhane seems to have little regard for
the Fleischer Studios...pointing out the
studio's weak points and making light of
its wonderful contributions to the field of
animation. He also appears not to know
the films he worked on under Fleischer.
On one page he has a model sheet of
Popeye in his white sailor suit, stating
that the drawings are fiom the f i lm
Popeye Meets William Tell. Popeye did
not wear his white sailor suit (as it had
not yet been introduced) in that film.

As Popeye's 59th birthday approaches,
we should owe a great deal of thanks to
Max Fleischer for bringing Popeye to
t he world of animated cartoons. I t i s
these fihns (and the many other series
that followed) that have kept the one
eyed sailor in the public's eye all these
years! Thanks Maxi

Fred Grandinetti
Watertown, MA

Dear G. Michael Dobbs:
On the basis of chatting with Ruth and

Dick Fleischer and a few others, you

staff.

believe that you are an expert on the
Fleischer Studio. As such. you have
decided that I "have done a disservice" to
the mnnory of t he studio by being
critical of the writing and drawing of the

Thousands of hours gathering
information and doing interviews is an
exercise in futility if, having done all
this gathering, you can't assimilate it
and make a synthesis. Obviously, you
don't know the f i rst p r inciples of
drawing, so talking to Dick and Ruth
would not make you a n expert. T h e
reason? T h e y d on't know anything
about drawing either. Dick directs live
action, and Ruth is a good writer of
magazine articles. I doubt either one
would want to be considered an expert on
drawing. Yet you have the temerity to
evaluate my carefully-studied analysis of
a studio where I spent four years.

During two years of that work I was in
the same room as Willard Bowsky, who
was the archtype of everything I thought
was wrong with the studio. He had no'
doubt that the cartoons he was grinding
out were better than Disney's, and
couldn't see where Disney animation was
better than Fleischer's. At the premiere
of Gullivers Travels, he came out of the
theater proclaiming loudly that Gulliver
was a better picture than Snow White.

Also in the same room was Seymour
Kneitel, a very hard-working guy who
was derailed by the idea that.a director's
job was to f ind some way to make
footage for a minimum of expense. That
was his main commitment. To a large
extent these two directors/animators were
the key people in the studio. It never
seems to have crossed their minds that
the work could be improved. When the
Hollywood contingent arrived to work
on the film, it was my impression that
neither Bowsky nor Kneitel allowed a
single new idea to modify or change the
way they had been working. This in
spite of the fact that many of their
working methods were either outmoded
or clumsy.

Under proper conditions, many of the
people I worked with at Fleischer's would
have become first-rate animators. After

(Continued on pege 4D)
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"MY INTENDED AUDIKNCK
WAS K'ttKRYBODY."

A TALK WITH NIGHTF MOUSE: THE NEW
ADVENTUREStS JOHN KRICFALUSI

Senior Director.

Mighty Mouse: the New Adventures is something that you might not think a prksent
day Saturday morning cartoon show could porsibly be: a source of delight for many
animatioe fans, and the focus of considerable controversy. On the following pages,
we oper two features ui response to your ieaers requesting that Animate do something
on the show. T h e f irst is this revealing interview with John Kricfalusi, the show's

Kricfalusi, a graduate of Canada's Sheridan College, has toiled on many Saturday
morning shows he doesn't think much of, from Filmation's 1970s Nighty Mouse and
Tom and Jerry cartoons to Heathcliff to Richie Rich and Laveme aud Shirley. He' s
more pleased with his work on the new Jetsons episodes and the Ralph Bakshi
produced animation for the Rohng Stones "Harlem Shufle" video. And of course, cf

. his work on Mighty Mouse: the New Adventures. Harry NcCracken interviewed him in
March.

Anlmato: 1 understand dave are some
misconceptions about the show you' d
like to clear tip.
Krlcfalush Mostly i n th e Amm ing
Heroes article (issue 4129). I t m ade it
look hke Ralph was a director on the
show, which never was...in fact, he had
hardly anything to do with the show. He
was the producer. He was the perfect
pmducer. He sat back - he hired me, I
put together the crew. I told him about
the old Warner cartoons, the Disney
cartoons. the MGMs, and how they all

Storyboard drawings from the "Legion cf Super-Rodene" episode.

did it. There was one director behind the
whole actual particular cartoon who' d
follow it all the way hem story to the
end of the picture. And he thought that
was a great idea, and said "Well, that' s
how we used to do i t to o, back at
Tertytoons."
Was he involved creatively at all7

The furthest he went creatively was in
the first few weeks, during the stories.
We would have to pitch all our story
ideas to him, so he'1 either like them or
not like them. A c ouple of times. he



wouldn't like them, and I would fight for
them. Like "Petey Pate." He hated the
idea at first. And you know, it was a
regular producer/director type thing, so I
had to talk him into it . A n d i n that
respect he was great, because he trusted
us enough that, "Well okay, even though
I don't see this, you must see something
in it." A n d once he heard the voice
track, he said, "Okay, I see. the guy's
really going to lose his cookies, he' s
not just a stock super-villain."

So basically, he was a sounding hoard.
But once we got our stories okayed, we
went ahead and did them. Elwy and the
Tree Weasels was an idea that Bob Jaques
and I had at lunch. On the way to lunch
in the car, we were laughing about his
experiences on the Bagdasarian picture.
And I said, "wouldn't it be cool to make
a cartoon about thisl" S o w e started
making fun of the Chipmunks...just a
bunch of jokes knocking back and forth.

After lunch, I went to Ralph and said
"Hey, why don't we do a takeoff on the
Chipmunks," and pitched the idea to him
there. The whole story was basically
figured out at lunclL And he said, "Greatl
I love itl"
So Ralph pretty much stood out of your
way and Iet you go about your business?
For the most part. yeah. He w ould
complain about general things, like we
didn't use Mighty Mouse enough in the
cartoons. So we'd go back and put more
Mighty Mouse in.
You were intentionally trying to recreate
the old Hollywood cartoon studio system

Exactly. Fve been trying to do that ever

AN Mighty Mouse: the New Adventures illustrations in this issue (c) Bakvhi-Hyde
Ventures/Viacom Internatianal, Inc.

since I got into the business. As soon
as I found out how compartmentalized
the industry was, I realized., "Well, no
wonder the cartoons are so bad." 'Cause
it wasn't for a lack of talent. When I
first came down, I was naive, I thought,
"Well, they' re going to welcome me with
open arms, because there's nobody with
any talent down there." And it turns out
there's tons of people with talent; it' s
the system that's all screwed up. As
long as t here's departments,nobody
talks to each other. The storyboard de
p artment doesn't talk t o the layout
department, which doesn't talk to the
writing department. Each one of these
departments has a department head, and
they' re all jealous of each other, and
they all blame each other for all the
mistakes.

Even the actual direction duties are
split up between about eight different
guys. O n e g u y records thevoices,
another guy ti mes the storyboard,
another guy times the sheets., one guy
is the story editor. All these jobs
should be covered by the director.

None of these guys talk to each other.
So you get a storyboard that has a pose
on a c haracter with some kind o f
expression, say George Jetson talking
to Jane. A n d Jane's giving himshit
about something: "Now. George..." So
that's the line. %hen, in the picture on
the storyboard, they' re just sitting there
with normal expressions on. Then the
layout artist will look at the storyboard,
and he' ll basically tr ace the model
sheets. B e cause he doesn't have a
soundkrack, he doesn't know what the

with the units?

((~
(
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inflection is. So hel l draw her happy:
(repeats line with cheerful uPection)
"Now, George..." And by the time it
goes through, you' ve got the wrang
e xpressian for the i nflection of t h e
voice. I t us kind of stufF happens all
over the place, because nobody under
stands what anyone else has done.
Did returning to the unit system solve
those problems preoy well?
Oh, it completely solved them. There' s
no communication pmblem at aH with
the unit system. But it depends on the
director, too. If you' re a lame direclor
and we had a couple of those who didn' t
understand why we were doing it in the
first place - then they wouldn't talk to
people.
So the a ctual talent of the people
involved made more cf a dwerence than
under the usual system?
Yeah. Und e r the ot her s ystem,
everybody's afraid of buggering some
thing up, so they take the safest, easiest
way out "I'm not going to do anything
here that stands out" Because the other
departments are gomg lo look at it and
say, 'Ihat's not what we meant."

Well, in our system, all you have to do
is go to the director and show it to him:
"Is this what you meant?" And hell say
yes or no. So th ere's na problem,
because there's someone who knows
what's going on in t he cartoon right
&om the beginning to the end. With the
department system, nobody know's what
the cartoon's about until it's fmished
then everybody goes "Oh, that's what it' s
about." This way you know exactly what
it's about, right ham the beghming.
W'as doing two short cartoons rather than
a halfhour alro an attempt to get bach
to the older short-cartoonformat?
Well, that was a format that they had
a lready been using o n Saturday
morning...they do some half hours, and
some two e leven-minutes. Ac t ually,
eleven minutes is a really clumsy format
for a cartoon. It's not enough to tell a
story, really, and it's too much to do a
gag cartoon. So some of our stories
wem pretty awkward because of that.
So if you had the ideal setup you would
have gone with shorter cartoons?
Oh, definitely. We were always talking

about doing thme six-minute cartccnis.
and mahng a couple of bumpers to fill
up Ihe twenty-two minutes. But for some
reason, it's very hard to convince the
networks lo da that.

One of the other things we did that
none of the other studios did, was that it
was an arlist who hired everybody. I
scoured the indusuy, basically, and got
as many talented people as I coulcL all
under one roof, which nobody else has.
Every other studio has two or three really
talented people in it. We took those two
or three talented people for every studio,
and ran them all into one studio.
Did the group get along prexy well?
Yeah, they got along great. Everybody
felt eke they were really doing
something together. Except for, like I
said, there were a cauple of safe directors
that were Inmd because Ralph was
warned that the crazy directors would be
itmspansible, which they weren' t.

It was a real team sort of thing. People
worked overlime every night - we were
w orhng sixteen-hour days. We j u s t
w anted to prove to people that it i s
possible to make a real cartoon, and
keep it on a cheap budget. That was
«uother thing everybody told us: '"%e
mason you can't da expressionsand
suan g poses is because it's l imited
animation. I t w o n't work." And I
always had the t heory: 'Why not?
Limited animation needs strong poses
even more than full animation."
So th e em phast'son p o ses a n d
expressions and designs was made to
cope with the limited movement?

My style is very stmng poses and
expmssions anyway, but I j u st could
never figure out why people wouldn't do
it in limited animation. I w ould do it
anyway, full or limited. But with limited
you especially need it, because there' s
nothing else happening. If you' re just
going to h ave them standing there
talking to each other - well. what the
hell is that? That's worse than a comic
book. A comic book has poses in it.
I'd rather see less inbetweens and mom
poses. Most of the studios, what they'll
do is put a ton of inbetweens in a head
bab. What's the point? Get rid of those
inbetweens, and save some money. Put

8 AMMA'IO



that money into the artist who draws the
poses. Let him draw some strong poses,
and move them fast from pose to pose.
It was all invented by Chuck Jones in
The Dover Boys.
How much of the actual animation was
done overseas? Did you do all the poses
here?
We did every single pose. Every pose,
every expression. right here, and marked
them onto the sheets.
Did that make it hard for them to mess
up things overseas?
Yeah. but in fact, they weren't going to
mess things up anyway, because the
team we had overseas, at the James
Wang studio, Cuckoo's Nest, I had
trained them about two and a half years
ago on The Jetsons. I d i d t he same
system over there that I brought over
here, basically. I d id a mini-version of
it. I w a s sent over there to supervise
layout on The Jetsons, so I put a team
together, and asked Hanna-Barbera to
send me the soundtracks. They thought I
was crazy. I could hear them on the
phone: "He wants the soundtracks?" And
here's someone else going, "Just humor
him, man...He's crazy. Who knows what
he wants them for?"

What I wanted them for was so that we
could pose everybody to the inflections,
which they thought was a r eal rev
olution. So anyway, I t rained the guys
over there. the Taiwanese guys who

The Bat-Bat.

can't even speak English to do this. I
taught them how to exaggerate, how to
draw cartoons basically.

So when we started Nighty Mouse, I
called up James Wang and said,"Listen,
we want to get the guys I trained back
on The Jetsons to do this show." So he
gave us all the guys, and they went
crazy. They took the opportunity to go
from layout artists to being animators.
And with our poses all right on the
sheets, we did half the animation work
for them, but it still left them free to do
a really good job.

Basically what they did was they broke
it down, did the assistant work on it
But it gave them a chance to understand
what they were doing, and do a good job
of breaking it down. We sent them old
films and stuff, and they did a lot of the
smeared inbetweening that they used to
do at %amer Brothers.
All in all you' re quite pleased with the
work they did?
I think it could be a lot better, but for
pceple who've never had a chance to do
anything before, I t h ink i t's the best
stuff they' ve ever done overseas, except
for The Brave Little Toaster, which was
heavily supervised by Americans.
You tal ked a bo ut Chu ck Jon es
influencing the show's style...Can you
talk a lutle bit more about the people
who influenced the shcnv?
WelL my personal biggest influence is
Bob Clampett, as far as exaggeration and
drawing style go. Ch uck Jones, Tex
Avery...
Were the old Terrytoons an influence at

Oh yeah, as soon as we started Mighty
Mouse, I wanted - I didn't succeed in this
I wanted to get the Tenytoons flavor in
there. I lo ved the cheesiness of that
drawing style. I l ove Jim Tyer, Carlo
Vinci...But there's just something about
the Terrytoons style that only' those
guys could capture, and I w anted to
capture it.

In the beginning, what I wanted to do
was hire all the layout artists a week or
two early, before we actually started
pmduction, just so we could watch the
old films and really nail the style down.
But because of budget problems they

all?



didn't want to chance it. We l l , there
wasn't really a budget problem yet, but
they thought we were going to have
budget pmblems. I t ended up that we
could have afforded to do it.

So basically, I printed off a bunch of
stuff off the TV and made some model
sheets I'mm the old comic books that
those guys drew. And at first, a lot of
people were really worried about this.
Some of the old guys that Ralph hired,
some of his old friends that he hired to
give them jobs, would look at the model
sheets made from the comic books and
say, "Well we can't use these, he looks
totally different in them sill" And I said,
"Yeah, like an animated cartoonl Get
expressions in each different pose."

In some of the scenes we kind of got
it, but for the rest, not really. I would
have liked to.
I hear peop/s comparing the show to
Bullwinkle a lot. D i d Jay Ward have
much intluence on youP
Not in the least..Jll let you in on a
secret: I can't stand Jay Ward. Well, I
don't hate Jay Ward. What I mean is, I
hate being compared to Ro cky and
BuitwinNe. It 's just a different style of
humor. In fact, I love the drawing style.

I think it's a compliment to me, though

From "Mighty's Benefit Phrn:" Etwy and the Tree Weaseh

(being compared to Jay War@, because
what they really mean is it's one of the
few funny TV shows. There just haven' t
been «ny, so of comse they have to drag
the odd one there was in. But you might
as well say we were influenced by Roger
Ramj'et. It's a totally different style.
Was Bakshis c¹her work an influence at

No. A gain, it's just a totally different
style. That's Ralph's style, and he's the
only one who can do it.

To tell you the truth, I adrmre Ralph
personally. I thin k h e 's th e b est
producer there is; he's the only guy
who' ll stand up for what he believes in.
The problem is, what he believes in
changes from minute to minute, and you
can see that in all his pictures. , I' ve
never seen a Ralph movie that you can
foHow &om beginning to end. T here' s
something going on in his head that' s
not on the screen.
Was Lring a ch a racter l ike M ighty
M ouse, who's never been very i n 
teresting, a blessing or a burdenP Did it
allow you more freedom than you would
have had making, say, new Bugs Bunny
cartoons P
I would never want to try doing Bugs
Bunny cartoons. That could only be

allP
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into the stories?

done by the guys who did it. Especially
since Carl S talling i s g o ne, Treg
Brown...Mel Blanc has been gone for
thirty years, even though he's still
around....But yeah, you couldn't do Bugs
Bunny. Mighty Mouse, you don't care.
It's kind of fun to take a cheesy character
and make fun of him.

Look at that Daffy Duck cartoon they
did (The Dusorcist)....We could do a
better job than that, but still it would
obviously be a cheap imitation. But
with Mighty Mouse, I didn't feel like we
h ad to do i t t h e way they did it
originally. I didn't have to live up to a
Tenytoon. We co uld just take the
character and do something different with
him. W i th Bugs Bunny, it would be
sacrilege.
Was it a struggle to get Mighty Mouse

Yeah, it was at first. It really took us a
while, because we kept coming up with
more interesting characters all around
him. When you get a character like Bat
Bat, you just want to do everylhing with
him. I think that was a mistake, too.

It just took us a while to get used to
him. I think this year, if we were going
to do it - I d o n't think it's going to
happen - I'd have a much better handle
on the character. I'd just make more fun
of him. N ear the end, when we were
doing weird things with him. the way he
was flying through the air like he was
swimming, with Scrappy on his back...I
think we were just starting to get the
hang of it , to just make him totally
living in his own world. He wouldn't be
swell-headed, but just really into his
heroness, but at the same t ime not
seeing what a buffoon he is. I feel what
the character is a lot more now than I did
at the beginning of the series.
I' ve heard that you didn't want to do
Scrappy, but they told to to put in a cute

WelL it's not that they told us. In t he
beginning, Judy P rice s a id, "Now
remember, Ralph, this show is early in
themorning, 8:30, we need heart." So
Ralph. in his own ingenious, blunt way,
came up with some heart: "Let's put an
orphan boy in." So we came up with
Scrappy. I think if one thing hurt the

series, more than anything else, it was
that. trying to write dumb stories around
Scrappy. If we could make fun of him
totally, it would be all right. But first of
all, we were having enough trouble with
Mighty Mouse, and then you had to
spend almost half the time with this
orphan kid...You' ve got nothing left for
adventure, action, or humor.
He seems a little too grotesque to be a
really heartwarming character .
The design, you mean? The problem
wasn't the design. If yo u s a w t he
original designs - he's cute, it's a
caricature of: Jerry Mouse. The problem
was, a coup1i=-: of the early directors
totally buggered lt-=up; they just didn' t
understand that design.'- Because it was a
caricature, they should say things like,
"Well, his head's way too big for his
body. That body could never hold up a
head like that." So they would redesign
it themselves in the cartoons, give him
this little pea-head, stretch his arms
out... There were some Filmation people
in the beginning that worked on some of
that stuff, and they did this horrible,
disgusting job on it.

In other shows, he looks really good.
Inok at him in "Witch Tricks." Some of
the better layout artists drew him there,
and he looks great. Or he looks pretty
good in "Elwy and the Tree Weasels,"
when he shows up in the Zagreb section.
Do you think the show will have any
influence on Saturday morning cartoons
in the future, or will it be something that
just happened once?
Oh boy, that's a hard one. I n a w ay,
right now, it's starting to make waves.
I t's getting good ratings, but not so
much that it's an out-and-out hit. And it
doesn't look like I' ll be doing the show
this year, because Ralph and I are having
one of our yearly fights. and I think it' s
gotten really bad this time. And i f he
does it himself, it' ll be just another
thing worthy of the name "Ralph Bak
shL" I t' ll make no sense at all. S o
that'll be the end of it.
If the show does come back, it' ll be with
a new team?
It will be with a new team, unless I do it.
It' ll be the old Ralph Bakshi story of the
revolving door. Y ou' ve heard all the

kid.
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From '7'Ae Littlerr Tramp": Big Murray and Polly.

stories, I'm sure, about all his features
and everything. People walking in one
day and, "You' re still here?" And that' s
exactly the way he is. I w a s the one
who stopped that, because basicaHy I let
him heap all of his abuse on me, rather
than on everybody else, so everyone was
pretty well protected.
So you think the show would only have
an influence on the way lhings were d'one
ifit wasa Airy
We'd have to keep it going. If we could
do one more year, and really do it right,
'cause I think I know what are all the
pmblems are, I think we could hit this
season, pretty easily.

In fact, one of my complaints about the
show is that it's not wild enough. It' s
ambiguous. You don't know whether it' s
supposed to have heart, whether it' s
supposed to be a n a ction show, or
whether it's supposed to be wild, because
of some of the story problems. T he
ones that really worked, I think, worked.
But there's only three that really wodaxL
Did CBS iraerfereF O r w ere they
supportive? Neutrals
They tried to interfere, but Ralph kept
them off our backs. He was great at that.
They indirectly interfered. They'd say
they wanted this, that, and the other
thing, but then Ralph would interpret it
his way and then have us put it in the

scripts and stuff. But as far as once they
read the scripts, they didn't make much
in the way of changes.

Some of the changes were hilarious.
W e had one. i t w a s o n "Bat-Bat."
Remember the hot party where the udder
shows up? They said, "Make sure that
there are the correct number of teats on
that udder." N obody knew, and they
said, 'Well, how many teats does a cow
have?" Somebody said four. and some
body else said six. So we put down five,
just tu play it safe.

They were really dumb changes. It was
nothing like when I was at Hanna
Barbera, and you'd get pages and pages
of changes. I have to give Ralph all the
credit there. He just stood up for me.
He's a pretty hard guy to fight.

It's what I kept askmg the producers at
the olher studios all the time: "What' s
the big deal2 Why don't you just say
'No?'" And they'd teN you something
really stupid to deal with it. Just say nol
What are they going to do about it? Not
put it on the air? How's that going lo
hurt you, Bill2 Joe? You guys «re multi
millionaires. Joe Barbara's always com
plaining that he can't get humor into
cartoons anymore. Just do itl Y ou ' ve
got your money. I f you think you can
do a funny cartoon, do a Goddamn funny
cartoon. Why do they let the networks
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run their lives?
Maybe because there's more money in
doing what the networks want them to
do?
Well, there's the next sale. You don' t
want to get them mad because they won' t
buy your show next year, they' ll go to
DIC. They' ll do that anywayl The thing
is to get a hit on the air. You get a hit
on the air, they' re going to come back to
you no matter what you do. That's all
they really care about.

They' re idiots when i t comes to
figuring out how to get a hit on the air.

Xlf you sell them the show and just do
what you believe in, you'll get a hit A s
long as you do every stupid little thing
they tell you, there's no control over
who's going to have a hit and who isn' t.
You just wonder which one's going to
become a hit. I t 's certainly not because
somebody did be tter q uality t h an
somebody else. Why did The Smurfs
become a hit? A bunch of blue guys is
all I can see there. I t wouldn't matter
who did it, or what decisions were made
on the show. T h ere's nothing in the
show that could possibly make it a hit.
'Ihere's no control over it.
W'hen you were putting together the
show, was your intended audience your
setves, or peopte you age, or kids, or

My intended audience was everybody. I
just want to make cartoons for human
beings. I don't think cartoons are only
for kids, but at the same time, I think
kids will love anything as long as it' s
visually interesting. My theory is that
kids cannot follow stories. They don' t
know what the hell is going on in a
cartoon. What they like to see is funny
visual things happening. Why do kids
watch Bugs Bunny? They don't get all
the jokes. Why do they watch Rocky
and Buttwinkte? They certaudy don't get
all the jokes in t hat. But if the
characters are funny looking and do
funny things, the kids like them.

At the same time, that's no reason to
slough off on the writing. Make it so
that other people will like it too. I want
to see "cartoons" not be a bad word. I
don't want people to instantly turn off
when they hear it: "Oh, a cartoorL" I 'd
like it to be a word that excites people,
adults as well as kids. "A cartoonl Oh,
greatl" I'm sure at one time it did. In
the theatrical days, the forties, when the
Warner Bros. bullseye came on, I' ll bet
the whole audience stood up and cheered,
because it was just like watching your
favorite short, the Three Stooges or
whoever.

(Continued oe pete 39)
who?
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AN ANIMATO ROUNDTASLK:

II /II
(...OR 8'ILL HE?)

An Animato RoundTable - this is the first of what we hope will be namy - is a
symposium of professionals, fans. and scholars on a topic of interest to the animation
community. To kick og the feature, we asked a bunch of such people for their opinion
of Mighty Mouse: the New Adventures. Here's what they told us.

Leonard Maltin:
I think the new Nighty Mouse is a

breath of mesh air...a conscious auempt
to do something diferent on Saturday
morning, and canied out with a spirit of
fun and daring. I t may not always hit
the bullseye, but it's got a lot of energy
to carry it over the rough spots.
( Leonard Naltin i s the f i l m co r 
respondent for En tertainment Tonight,
aed the author of Of Mice and Magic, the
Disney Fihns, and many other books.)

Terry Lindvall:
The old and new Mighty Mouse differ

like summer and winter, at least in the
vein of Northrop Frye categories. Where
summer represents the geme of romance,
adventure, and simple fun, Winter ushers

in the moods of irony and sathu. A sly
tongue-in-cheek quality underlies the new
Mouse, laced with sophistication and a
tad of cynicism. M i ghty's resuscitated
double is a more playful self-pamdy.

The super rodent was never a favorite of
mine. I even preferred the early hordes
of Paul Terry pasta that overwhehned
Farmer Alfalfa (" If one mouse is furmy,
two mice will be twice as funny," and
t hmk of a th ousand mice.) Whe n
Mighty Mouse aplieared in Mo use of
Tomorrow, he popped forth as a General
Elecuic wonder pmduct. I n a su per
market he eats Super Cheese to become a
Supermouse, bypassing Nautilus training
to surpass the two members of h is
family tree: Mickey Mouse and Super
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man. His on e-dimensional character
amved deus ex machina, just in the nick
of time to save some poor mice horn
volcanic eruptions, floods, or attacks of
alley cats. But he was generally a very
boring mouse.

What Bakshi has done to Mighty
Mouse is to rescue him from monotonous
repetition. He ha s i nvented a new
mousetrap for Saturday mornings. The
new Mighty Mouse has more self-doubts
and he is even less likely to be the hem.
In 'The League of Super Rodents,"
Mighty Mouse spends his time being
seduced by the sultry, purring Madame
Marsupial, remarkably well-endowed and
sexy, while his super rodent allies battle
the Arch Fiend, the Cow. Mighty Mouse
does not actually succumb to the charms
of the "Madame" as much as he hungers
for her spaghetti. In a scene stolen from
Lady ond the Tramp, Mighty Mouse and
Madame Marsupial slurp the opposite
ends of a noodle until their lips meet.
The result is not modesty, but Tex Avery
electricity.

Bakshi's work is packed with inside
jokes and footnotes to other cartoons
and to all of culture. W hen an evil
villain, the Glove, chases Miss Pureheart
and Mighty Mouse to Hollywood, he
pauses long enough to s ing Randy
Newman's "I Glove L.A." Like
Clampett's brilliant Beany and Cecil,
Bakshi and his zany crew load the
episodes with puns and throwaway lines.
The criminal genius the Cow tells
Madame Marsupial that "when the Cow
moos, udders tremblel" To which she rep
lies: "No need to toot your own horn,
cow." What Bakshi and his brazen crew
do so well is play with the cartoon like
no one else has since the Termite Terrace
gang. It is fun to see someone enjoying
their work, and delightfully contagious
as well.

He may not save Saturday morning but
Bakshi (et al) has set the alarm ringing
with laughter and uony.
P'erry Lindvall is a professor of film at
CBN University.)

Chuck Jones:
I don't know whether Ralph or anyone

can save Saturday morning TV. We' ve

that.

been trying for many years to do so with
The Bugs Bunny Show, but certainly the
Bakshi version of Mighty Mouse will
help clear the air of the smog of spoiled
sugar and superslop. It has bite instead
of lick, and we should all be grateful for

(If you don't know who Chuck Jones is,
you' re reading the wrong magazine.)

Mike Ventrella:
I feel Bakshi's Mighty Mouse may be

just the thing to lift Saturday morning
out of the doldrums. With every cartoon
on today either selling us toys or
pushmg some p ro-social, parent-ap
proved message, it's so nice to have a

The series introduces some things that
h aven't been se en in t e levision
animation for a long time. Imagination.
Caricature. Even satire (and when I say
"satire," I don't mean things such as
certain episodes of Muppet Babies; I
mean real cut-'em-close biting wit).

Take, for instance, the wonderful
episode "Night on Bald Pate." Here is
our classic "bad guy" (he even buys his

Madame Marsupial.

breath of fresh air!
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Four charactersfrom the "See You in the Funny Papers" episode: Pencil Neck, Head
Cheese, Yttge the Conqueror, and the Elvis Balloon.

stupid henchmen at the Stupid Henchmen
Outlet) trying to outwit our beloved hero.
He throws every trick the bad guys are
supposed to throw, beginning with the
capture of Pearl Pureheart with the
message that if Mighty Mouse does not
surrender, nobody will ever see Pearl
again (except on weekends and legal
holidays). He uses a can of cheese whip
to hold back our hero (who comments
that "this stuff is thicker than country
musicl"). When all else fails, he throws
himself into his secret, never-before
tested module, which crackles and thmws
l ights menacingly, but only has the
effect of giving the villain a mce tan so
that he' ll "look good when they take my
picture in jaill"

For years, the best thing on Saturday
morning was the watered4own Warner
Bros. cartoon collection in i ts various
guises. Now we have something that
reaches for even more, bringing back
memories of the crazy WBs that TV
won't show. What's more, this show can
be enjoyed by people who have no
particular interest in animation. I ' ve
shown it to friends who laugh upmar
iously, incredulously asking, "ls this on
Saturday morning7"

Yes, the show has its problems. Some
episodes, like "Mouse Fmm Another
House" (which compares Mighty Mouse's

origin to Superman's) and "Scrap Happy"
(a sort of Pinocchio satire) never reach
their potential. Other episodes (" Scrap
py's Playhouse," "Stress for Success" )
are merely vehicles to intertwine old
Teriytoons footage with new material in
a money-saving measure. Some are
nothing but old cartoons (" Animation
Concerto." "Mighty's Musie Classics" ).

All in a ll , however, most of the
cartoons are worth watching again and
again - and how many cartoons (even
theatrically-made ones) can live up to
that standatd7
(Nike Ventre@a is th e c o-editor of
Animato.)

Mark Mayerson:

noticed that they have certain things in
common. A lot of t h e fi hnmaker's
enthusiasm and raw energy come acmss.
It's like the filmmaker is screaming to
the audience, "Hey, I had fun. Now you
have fun, too." T h e audience usually
catches the spirit and goes along for the
ride, even i f th e fi lm i s t eclmically
inadequate. Student fiihns suffer Rom
inexperience, and the flhnmaker doesn' t
have enough contml over the medium to
really pull things off. E nthusiasm has
to make up for problems with story
structure, gag structure. design, pacing,

Fve seen a lot of student films, and Fve
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staging. and characterization. S t udent
filmmakers are often self-indulgent and
put in t h ings for t hemselves while
forgetting about the audience.

Bakshi's Mighty Mouse series has a lot
m common with student fihns, even
though it's made by experienced people.
You might think that years of experience
would count for something, but the TV
business is not kind to creative people.
Networks, parent groups, toy m an
ufacturers, and producers all take turns
beating the cartoon industry over the
head. The creative people have to put up
with all this while they continue to
crank out huge amounts of footage.
%hile you can spend years in the cartoon
business, the working conditions don' t
offer many opportunities to master your
craft.

uncaging his artists, but he's proven to
be an inadequate mentor. H e i s n ot
really very good at t e lling a s tory,
whether it's comic or dramatic, so he and
his crew share the same blind spots and
he can't compensate for their short
comings. T hey have clearly enjoyed
themselves with references to their per
sonal cartoon, comic book, and movie
favorites, but their enthusiasm is con
stantly undercut by the bad presentation
of their ideas. The fihns rarely maintain

Bakshi is to b e c ommended for

their energy and inventiveness for their
duration, and meander towards their
conclusions instead of speeding towards
them.

The tragedy is not that Mighty Mouse
isn't what it should be. The tragedy is
that the show, as it stands, is the best
cartoon on Saturday mornings, and is the
best we can expect under current industry
conditions. The public and the artists
deserve better.
(Mark Mayerson is an animator on Cap
tain Power and the Soldiers of the Future,
a show Ae readily admits is mediocre.)

Jon King:
Bakshi is attempting to break through

the confines of limited SatAM animation
through the use of exaggerated posing,
hectic pacing, and takeoff humor. It's a
refreshing break &om the usual connived
drivel associated with TV animation and
recalls cartoon traditions lost. Although
Bakshi's efforts sometimes come across
as jarring and incomprehensible, it' s
nevertheless encouraging to see someone
at least trying to bring the medium back
to a more expressive state. I' ll continue
to watch, if for no other reason than to
see if Heckle and Jeckle get thawed out,

(Jon King is a Vermont-based animation
inventor who is developing a computer
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Clive Smith:

Adventures is not going to save
SaturdaymorningTV; yes, it is self
indulgent; no, i t is not dr ivel.
Actually, Ralph Bakshi's new Mighty
Mouse is about the most relreshing
new series to appear in this time slot
i n years. I t' s r e freshing in i t s
"look:" intentionally flat, extreme in
design, and an ouuageous parody of
1950s cartoon styles rolled up with a
fairly hip graphic sensibility of the

And it's quite funny. I t ' s also
r efreshing in i t s solution to t h e
restrictions inherent i n Sa turday
mondng production budgets, and it
makes no excuses for i ts l imited
animation. Unlike (many) other
shows, Nighty Mouse would not
benefit hem more drawings. Taking
its cue, again, from early cartoon
timing, the animation has been in
telligently stylized to meet the pro
duction limitations and enhance the
design. The animation is as funny as

But as radical as the visuals are,
they become quite pedestrian com
pared to some of the writing, which
at times is virtually obscure. The
participation of the animators in the
scripting of shows is good for an
animation studio. How these ideas
are incorporated into the shows, how
ever, depends a lot on the nature of
the shows and the audience to which
they' re aimed.

Nighty Mouse, at times, has the
accessibiTity of a T o m a u d Jetty
cartoon. But at other times, it's a
highly sophisticated string of wacky
in-jokes ftum animators aud f ihn

SOWng Poses:
This sequence of layout drawings of
Nighty Mouse and old colleague
Candy Goose, front the Ehe
lcegoose Conieth" episode, shows
Mighty Mouse: the New Adventures's
enphasis on sharply defined,
expression-filled poses.

No, Nighty Mouse: the ¹ w

the look.
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historians, totally incomprehensible to
the majority of the audience. When the
jokes become as obscure as making
references to events that occured during
the production i tself, y ou' re really
talking self-indulgence. and I have to
question the intentions of the show.

comfortable and worn, we are still left
with the basic task of story-telling and
allowing the audience access to the story
on as many levels as possible. If you
can weave in the animation jokes and
industry pokes without losing this basic
i ntegrity, that's fine. B u t a s f a r as
obscure references are concerned, as they
say in the art business, "You' ve got to
draw the line somewhere."

I personally like the show, and for all
its faults consider it a quality pmgram
and a step in the right direction for kids'
cartoons. But then, I'm fmm an ani
mation background. The low numbers it
pulls in its time slot reflect the fact that
the rest of the audience isn' t.
(Clive Smith, the director cf Rock &
Rule, is a producerldirector at Canada's
Nelvana Ltd., of which he was a co
founder.)

Sally Cruikshank:
I thirtk Mighty Mouse: the New

Adventwes i s th e best-designed ani
mation Ralph B akshi's ever been
involved with. I l ike the energy of the
design, and the way it seems to accept
the limitations of the animation light
heartedly and with humor. It has a jolly
feeling, and looks as if the animators
were enjoying their work. The two
times I' ve sat down to watch the show
I' ve thought at f i rst "Great, this is
great," then got bored and left the room.
I even wondered if the show was a repeat
of the one I'd seen three weeks before
but am fairly sure that's not possible.
(Sally Cruikshank is the creator ef Quasi
at the Quackadem, Make Me Psychic, and
other jilms. H er hi test short is Face
Uke a Fmg.)

Bob White:
For this Anirnato assignment, I watched

'The League of Super Rodents" and
"Scrappy's Playhouse" or somethmg.

After the new coat has become

First thing I notice is that they are using
color lines on the characters instead of
black. C an't remember color line in
animation since Saint D isney's Peter
Pan. T h e X erox machine making the
pencil-to-ink transfer just did black line.
Color line, that's cool.

Next, I see big close ups, bright
colors, stretched stuff l ike perspective
and angles, and I am reminded of the
UPA cartoons.

scene. T hen there's this sexy babe,
Madame Marsupial. with really high,
pointed breasts. All in favor of breasts,
I (remember what Animato 45 said about
my Moonage Daydream), but now I 'm
thinking back to Wizards and Elinor.
There was an obviousness about her sex,
not a subtleness about her sexuality. I
wanted to be able to fantasize about an
elfin princesses, not be embarassed by
an aging stripper.

Madame Marsupial turns out to be a
bitch. S h e h i ts on some villian to
attract Mighty Mouse, and then dumps
Mighty for s ome musclebound guy.
Ughh. Nice, Ralph. Like women much?

So Mighty Mouse sounds like Dudley
Do-Right, you know. He gets all mushy
when Madame M h i ts on h im, and
becomes a flashing X-ray when he gets
kissed. (%at's cool.) B u t I h aven' t
laughed yet.

You know what the Magoo test is?
Film business types and producets test
given audience reactions by showing
them a Mi ster M ago o cartoon and
monitoring their laughs. That way they
can gauge how they react to test TV
shows and the like against a sample they
have control over. I guess if you can get
off on Mister Magoo, you is normal. I
laughed hysterically a t Pee-W ee's
Playhouse a year ago whe'n he was new.
I don't watch him now because I don' t
think it was cool to move to LA and
screw with what he had that was good.
The new King of Cartoons is a fake, as
w'ell as all the other new actors, and
Globey doesn't even look the same, fer
chrissakd No w you have a Magoo on
me. Mi ghty Mouse isn't as funny as I
thought Pee Wee was a year ago.

I like sight gags, and gags in general.

Narrator comes in. OK . S e ts the
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From a scene that was cutfrom "Nighty's Benefit Plan."

Mexican standoff of male-pumping
body builders, Mighty eaung one of his
team along with his spaghetti, The Cow
handicapping himself by tapinghis
tongue to the ceiling, and there is a G.I.
Gerbil.

At 10:43 it was over. T h e other
episode was made up of a lot of antique
cartoon footage, including the original
MM, edited together with a n mning
commentary from some kid rats (ever see
Mel Brooks' The Critic7) watching their
homemade fihn festival. His torically
interesting but rather cheap filler.
Bob White is a p rofessor of fibn at
Simmons Collegeand an independent

Nancy Beiman:
Saturday AM should not take itself too

seriously. They haven't got the budgets
to do really full animation, so it's more
intelligent to concentrate on story aud
character design. This is exactly where
most Saturday morning stuff is par
ticularly deplorable. (although it is hard
to quantify the deplorability of sections

of something that is inferior in every
way to quality animation).

Nighty Nouse: the New Adventures
doesn't sell toys, i t i s c ertainly not
aimed at kids (though, as Mike Maltese
once said, 'The kids are gonna like it
anyway.") It is hilariously written and
always offbeat even when individual
episodes are not entirely successful.

Ralph Bakshi deserves praise for
putting together a crew that can tutu out
a really funny show. I' ve heard CBS
hates it, probably because it's not sweet
and fuzzy and product oriented (one only
has to recall the "moral fable" at the end
of Puffy Goes Bersedr," in which the
world i s ext o lled as a "more
commercially viable place in which to
five" to see various executives growing
ml-faced and pop-eyed). I hope that
Bakshi can keep going and that Nighty
Nouse signifies the end of the halE-hour
commercial and a return of entertaimneat
value to animation.
(Nancy Beiman is a director and anivtator
at Caged Beagle Productions, and creator
of the cartoon Your Feet's Too Big.)
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A VISIT TO THE MUSEUM OF CARTOON
ART'S FLEISCHER STUDIOS EXHIBIT

BETTY BOOP'S

BY HARRY MCCRACKEN

etty Boop, P ye , and the rest of
t he Fleischer Studios gang paid an
extended visit to Ward Castle in Rye
Brook, New York recently. The occasion
was the Museum of Carton Art's Fleischer
show, which Rom November to Mach
gave Max and Dave Fleischer's work and
the artists that created it an impressive
and long-overdue tribute that ranked with
the 1981 Whitney Museum Disney and
1985 Museum of Modern Art Warner
shows.

The show, which filled all three exhibit
rooms of the Museum's second floor and
spilled out into the hall and stairway,
featured over one hundred pieces of
Fleischer artwork. D rawings from vir
tually every stage of animated filmmak

mg were represented, hom rough story
sketches to model sheets to animation
drawings to l avish background-and-cel
setups. (Much of the art was credited to
its artist, a welcome touciL) A lso on
display were many rare historical items,
including photographs, posters, and vin
tage memorabilia

Fleischer materials was even more im
pressive considering the enormous dif
f iculties behind its assemblage. L i ke
most Hollywood animation studios - Dis
ney is the notable exception - Fleischer
never considered its original artwork io
be something that should be method
ically preserved for historical or other
reasons. As a r esult, relatively little
Fleischer production art has survived,
and most of what has is scattered across

The Museum of Cartoon Art,
as rendered by John

Cullen NurpAy.

This eye-popping collection of

~e nile
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A Betty Boop model sheet, one of several model sheets included in the show.
Character (c) 1988 King Features Syndicate.

the country in private collections. The
Museum's exhibit was culled irom the
possessions of several collectors and the
Fleischer Studio Archives (an institution
I hadn't heard of before attending the
show). The bulk of the artwork was
from the collection of noted California
collectors Mike and Jeanne Glad, whose
admirable and very successful attempts to
gather as much Fleischer artwork in one
place as possible made a show of this

That so little Fleischer art was saved
undoubtedly explains the show's virtual
lack of material dealing with Fleischer's
silent days and its l imited amount of
Betty Boop and early Popeye artwork.
Many of the pieces in the show were
from the later cartoons - films including
the Color Classics, Guigver's Traveh,
and Nr. Bug Goes to Town - that most
fans find l ess i nteresting than the
studio's black-and-white shorts. +he
studio's succesor, Famous Studios, was
also represented by a surprisingly large

F

amount of artwork, mcluding some very,
very early sketches of Casper the Friend
ly Ghost.)

leischer fans have often commented
ruefully on the studio's gradual discarding
of its gritty New York house style in
favor of a halfhearted, not-very-success
ful Disney imitation in the later thirties.
The show's multitude of artwork fmm the
later films made clear that their disap
pointing wholes were less than the sums
of some excellent parts. A lo t of f ine
work - much of which the show gave
most of us our first opportunity to see
went into even the least well-regarded of
the Fleischer cartoons.

In many cases, it's clear that it was the
Fleischer style of animation itself - the
alternately mechanical and rubbery, joy
ously ca r toony st yle that w oiked
wonderfully well for Popeye and Betty
Boop - that made the later Fleischer

scale feasible.



Left: the cover of an issue of the
Fleischer house organ. Below: pencil
drawings for two Popeye poster designs:
'Ihe Painless Window Washer (top) and
My Pop, My Pop (bottom). Characters
(c) King Features Syndicate.

rv
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films so often disappointing. % e many
pencil drawings in the show from Nr.
Bug Goes to Town capture a delicate,
almost pastoral feel Ihat the Heischer
artists captured only occasionally in the
finished film. Fleischer's Superman car
toons struck their intended flavor far
more successfully thtm Nr. Bug, but the
nghtly-retukred black-and-white story
board drawings for Superman cartoons are
even more spectacularly moody than the
cartoons themselves.

The show's finished artwork - cela and
painted backgrounds - were at their best
no less fascinating than the preliminary
drawings. The Heischer Studio's car
toons aren't usually associated with beaut
iful c o lors; t h e Disney's s tudio's
monopoly on Technicolor led them to
use the inferior Cinecolor procem, and
most circulating prints of Fleischer car
toons range from mediocre on down in
quality. @he Superman cartoons in par
ticular are most often seen in muddy,
coarsened form.)

No such impediments kept museum
visitors fmm appreciating the Heischer
artists' marvelous use of color in the
e xhibited cela and backgmunds. T h e
enormous, panoranuc backgrounds creat
ed by the Fleischer artists for Gulgver
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I'' A layout drawing by
Anton Loch froni a
Popeye cartoon.
Character (cJ King
Features Syndicate.
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and Mr. B ug ri val t he b est D isney
backgrounds of the same period in their
ornate, beautifully rendered construction
of a fantasy landscape for the character
to perform on; Also on display wem two
wonderful watercolors from Popeye Meets
Sinbad the Sailor, and some remarkably
handsome Famous Studio-era paintings.
What a pity that the characters, like Hon
ey Bee, King Little. and Gabby, who

so lackluster compared to both their
Fleischer predecessors and Disney com
petitors.

made use of this gorgeous scenery were

Fleischer staff.
Lest museum visitors forget why all of

the art in the show wai created, the show
also incorporated the Fleischer cartoons
themselves, in a continuous video pro
gram of shorts and weekend showings of
the two features. No trip to the show
could really be complete without at least
a few minutes devoted to simply sitting
back and being entertained by these
delightful films: the Fleischer cartoons,
after all, are such unpretentious, affable
things that taking them too seriously
would probably be a mistake. It's nice
to be reminded, though. of the tremen
dous amount of labor, care, and skill that
went into mahng them, and the Museum
of Cartoon Art's Fleischer show did that
very well indeed.

he production art was clearly the
show's center of attention, but the show
also contained many ancillary items of
interest, ranging from a number of well
preserved Fleischer theatrical posters
(few were ever produced). to greeting
cards sent out by Fleischer employees.
A glass case held Fleischer merchandise
from 1930s Betty Boop and Gulliver
toys to contemporary Popeye dolls and
Leslie Carbaga-designed Boop ceramics.
Other items of particular interest were a
photograph of a 1956 "Inkwell Re
nunion" dinner attended by Max and
Richard Fleischer, Walt Disney, Dick
Heumer, Ben Sharpsteen and others; a
yearbook-style grid of photographsof
the studio's employees in 1930-1931;
and a copy of Fieischers Animated News,
a house organ put together by the

Those who couldn't m ake it t o t h e
Museum's show can get a taste of it from
the new, substanliaay revised edition of
Leslie Carbaga's lite Fleischer Story (Oa
Cryo Press; N69$). The new edition
contains numerous illustrations that
weren't in the original 1976 volume,
many of which were also on disphiy in
the Fleischer exhibit. C a rbaga's text,
while full of v aluable information, is
rather eccentric in p rose style and
organization, and the f i lmography is
poorly edited. Stil4 as the only book
length overview of the Fleischer Studio
avaikible, the book is well worth the
money.
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Thirty Years of Hanna Barbera

MY YOUTH IN
ART NIA

PART TWO

ARTICLE AND ILLUSTRATIONS
BY BOB MILLER

t n the fall of 1964 came The Adven
tares of lonny Quest, and if ever there
was a sh o w t hat t raumatized im
pressionable young minds, Quest was it.
I couldn't forget the dme an invisible
monster attacked a jungle village and
devomed a native boy. Later in the same
village, the monster advanced on Jonny,
who couldn't activate his rocket belt.
Oh, the horror of it sill I was too young
to realize that if it was the end of Jonny,
it was the end of the series.

I wasn't sure what to make of the show
at first. It seemed to be reaL and yet it
wasn' t. The people didn't look silly like
the Flintslones. They talked like regular
people, too. T h e surmundings looked
like they actually existed. And any kid
who thought being kissed by a girl was
icky had to be mal.

I loved the neat equipment the Quests
used - the hydmfoiL the air cushion
vehicles, the jet that could take oK and
land vertically. I w a nted to be Jonny
Quest. so I could jet-ski like he dicL fly
rocket packs like he did, and slide down
log flumes like he did. So when my
cousin came for a visit, we played Jcmny
Quest. I was Jonny; she (yes, she) was
Jcmny's friend Hadji. "Hadji" would say
"Sim sim, s alla bim," but for some
strange reason, I d idn't float off the
gmund. We could never figure out how

the real Hadji did it.
Alas, my favcrite show only lasted one

season. I'd have to wait 22 years for
neer episodes that would appear during
The Fantastic World of Hanna-Barbera
Sundaymornings.

Secret Squirrel and Atom Ant began my
Saturday morning viewing i n 1 9 65.
Secret was a lot of fun, with his hat that
had all kinds of spy gadgets for every
occasion. I did n ' t c are much f or
Squiddley Diddley, the star-struck squid
who was yet another rehash of the
Captive Animal syndrome. But I did like
Winsome Witch, who was H-B's first
female human star to solo in her own

Atom Ant became another one of my
favorites. He could withstand the worst
punishments the bad guys could give.
and win every time. @he fact that he
was practically indestructible didn't hurt.)
Precious Pupp (the precurmr to Dick
Dastardly's canine sidekiC, Muttley) was
too homely and obnoxious for me. But I
did enjoy The Hillbilly Bears. 'late stor
ies centered around Paw Rugg, a lanky,
lazy bruin whose mumblings could only
be understood by Maw Rugg, the real
backbone of the family, and their kids
Floral and Shagg Rugg. Paw and Maw
both smoked corncob pipes, pmbably
the last cartoon characters allowed to



smoke on Saturday mornings.
The superhero craze began in earnest in

1966. For the next two yetus, Hanna
Barbera produced so m any superhero
cartoons they actually competed wi th

The man most responsible for sparking
this trend was Fred Silverman, who was
then 'director of daytime programs and
development at CBS. When he brought
the s uperhero s hows to Sat u rday
morning, he must have been reading my
mind, because as I w as g rowing into
adolescence, I was growing tired of silly
animals getting konked on the head.
That was "kid stuff" to me. I wanted to
watch something that was, well, more
believable. That something ttmed out to
be Space Ghost.

Okay, so Space Ghost wasn't totally
believable. Even as a kid I knew space
was an airless vacuum. So how could he
b reathe without oxygen? Or talk'l A n d
how did every monster he met leam to
speak fluent English? M y a nswer was
"It's just a caxtoon," so I had to settle for
that. But I loved the show. At least the
humans looked like human beings, and
not like Fred Flintstone. It was fun to
watch Space Ghost turn invisible, and
whip the bad guys with his fancy power

Space Ghost and the Snuufs. Characters (c) Hanna-Barbera.

rays. T h e s tories were exciting, and
they stimulated my sense of wonder
about outer space.

The only o ther superhero show
produced by Hanna-Barbera that I xeally
enjoyed was The Fantastic Four. Com
pared to the other dime-a-dozen heroes,
t he Four had s ome d epth t o their
characters. Who could not feel sorry for
the Thing? The show also prompted me
to read the comic book, and thus was
born a Marvel Comics collector.

I also have to mention Frankenstein
Jr., if o n ly because he is perhaps the
earliest A m erican TV r obot w i t h
transforming capabilities. His booming
voice was provided by th e l a te Ted
Cassidy, whom Addams Family fans will
xemember as Lurch the butler. Cassidy
also vo iced G a lacticus m H anna
Barbera's The Fantastic Four (and the
Thing i n De patie-Freleng's1978 ver
sion). Star Trek fans will xemember him
as Ihe android Ruk in "What are Little
Girls Made of," and his voice from 'The
Corbomite Maneuver."

The superhero fed ended with viewer
backlash against violence on television.
Hanna-Barbers returned to slapstick with
Wacky Races and its spmoffs, The Pert?s
of Penelope Pitstop and Dastardly and

themselves.
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Muttley in their Flying Machines. But
with the advent of Action for Children' s
Television and other pie Louie groups,
creative mslrictions were clamped down
on Hanna-Barbera and other studios, and
as a result, the quality of t he new
cartoons suffered. For this reason, and
perhaps because I w a s g rowing up,
cartoons were losing their appeal to me,
and I began to stop watching.

I couldn't figure out what made Scooby
Doo, Where are You? so popular. It
seemed to me the show was more stupid
than funny, and yet, for some reason, it
still managed to last over 15 years on
Saturday morning. Scooby Doe did
insphu what has come to be known as
the "Let's Get Out of Here" syndrome.
The premise is that you have a gang of
teenagers and a (name the animal) out
solving mysteries. They encounter the
villain, they say "Let's get out of herel"
and run like crazy while bubblegum rock
music plays in the background. You' ll
find this formula repeated in many of H
B's later shows: Josie and the Pussycats,

The Funky Phantom, The Amazing Chan
and the Chan Chm, Speed Buggy, Butch

Fred and Barney meet the
Thing? They really did in
a l970s Hanna-Barbera series.
Characters (c) Hanna-Barbera
and Marvel Entertainment
Grip.

Cassidy. Goober and the Ghost Chasers,
Clue Club, Jabberjaw, The New Shmoo,
Captain Caveman, Casper and the Space
Angels, The Buford Files, The Galloping
Ghost, and

I guess Fve made my point, haven't I?
Perhaps the character with the most

bizarre origin had t o be Jo nathan
Muddlemore, who in 177 6 lo cked
himself and his cat in a g r andfather
clock to avoid capture by r edcoats.
What happened next? S tarvation. de
hydration, possibly suffocation, and
then deterioration - a nice, pleasant way
to die. (A miracle this was allowed by
netwoork censorsl) Nearly two centuries
later - and by sheer coincidence - some
curious teenagers twirl the hands of the
clock, releasing the ghostly forms of
Muddlemore and the cat. The kids dub
him The Funky Phantom, and, since he
has nothing better to do, he helps the
gang solve mysteries. Micky Dolenz of
the Monkees vocalized Augie (no
r elation to t h e Do ggie), an d th e
ubiquitous Daws Butler voiced "Muddsy,"
who for some reason sounded like
Snagglepuss, except he said "Heavens to

WHAT h
REVOI.TIN'

OEV Ei OPPIENT
THIS IS!
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Franhenstein Jr. and the LilipeiiansPorn Gulliver.
Characters (c) l988 Hanna-Barbsra.
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cancellation.

Bunker Hill" instead of "Heavens to
Murgatroyd." A n d h e h ad whiskers,
even. Interestingly enough, he was most
popular in the comic books, which lasted
nearly three years after the show's

During the 1970s, H-B began to make
more cartoons based on li ve-action
shows, and fewer with their own original
characters. Jeannie was a teen aged
version of I D r eam of Jeannie, note
worthy because Mark Hamill voiced her
boyfriend, Corey. O ther examples in
clude animated versions of The Addams
Family, T h e P artridge Family (2NN
Al).), Fonz and the Happy Days Gang.
and Godzilla.

game for Saturday morning imitations.
Obviously "inspired" by a certain fish
movie directed by S teven Spielberg,
Jabberjaw was a combination of genres:
science fiction, slapstick, "Let's Get Out
of Here," and bubblegum rock videos.
Another hard-luck character, the whiny
Jabberjaw had the voice and mannerisms
of a Stooge named Curly. His constant
complaint was "No repsectl" (A phrase
which Rodney Dang erfield had pop
ularized.) Unlike his cartoon cohorts. he
didn't wear any clothes. (Hey, how did
that get past the censors7)

Perhaps the worst cartoon of the 70s

(or any time) was the Great Grape Ape,
whose 40-foot size was exceeded only by
his stupidity. His vo cabulary was
limited to muttering "Grape Ape" over
and over, calling his c anine chum
"Beegley Beagley" and saying "Sor
ryyyy" for his constant bungling. Just
as people would react to Casper by
screaming "A g ho-o-o-ostl" people
would react to Grape by crying "A goril
lil-lil-illal" How original.

Hanna-Barbers's next big success came
in 1981 with a tribe of little blue clones
three apples tall - the Smurfs. The show
is still going stmng, with over 125
episodes already in s yndication, and
more being made for Saturday morning.

In recent years, the studio has decided
to revive The J e tsons, Snorkz, and
Jonny Quest for the syndication market,
which mems it doesn't have to wony
about network censorship. Diuo for the
home video market, which has enabled
them to release classical tales Iiom the
Bible to phenomenal success. Without
restrictions Iiom the networks, creativity
may flourish once again, and maybe, just
maybe, Hanna-Barbers can bring back
the old magic and make cartoons fun
agahl.

So here's to you, Bill and Joe. Thanks
for making part of m y c h ildhood a
happy one.

Blockbuster movies were also fair
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s a body of seventeen cartoons, the
Heischer/Famous Sitpermae shorts are
perhaps the m ost i mpressive single
cartoon series fmm the "Golden Age" of
theatrical animation. 'Iheir use of ful
animation in telling an adventure story,
combined with their "live-action" use of
camera angles, lush musical and effects
tracks, and wonderful use of color sets
them apart. Among the seventeen, there
were some that were better than others,
and in the next two installments of this
column, each of the shorts will be
examined.

It's important to realize several
important influences before watching a
Fleischer Snpennua This is the Super
man of the pre-Kryptonite days. This is
the man Rom another phmet who gets
amund by krtping. While he has in
credible strength, he can be affected by
electrical shock, tons of scrap metal, and
tear gas. He's a lot more human than the
hero we know &om later comic books
and television. The weaknesses that
Shuster and Siegel put into their most
famous creation served the st ory
depannent at Fleischer's well, and the
studio was never at a loss when dreaming
up new perils for the Man of Steel.

Radio had a big iinfluence on the shorts
as well. T h e F leischer Studio wisely
copied the opening of t he extremely

A Fleischer Studios Column by G. Michael Dobbs

THE FLEISCHER SUPERMAN CARTOONS

A popular Mutual Superman radio series.
The opening narration gives the shorts
the same flavor of dramatic radio, and
the casting of Bud Collyer, the Superman
of radio, as the voice of the cartoon hem
is perfect

The driving, heroic theme for the series
was written by the studio's leading
composer, Sammy Timburg. Timburg
was a vaudeville veteran who pmvided
many of the songs and scores for the
Heischer Stuidio output throghout the
thirties. The scores for the Superman
shorts were undoubtedly his most
complex, although he told me the assign
ment he like the most was composing
for Betty Boop.

%he Heischer Superman cartoons:

Superman (c) September 26, 1941.
Directed by Dave Fleischer,story by
Seymour Kneitel and Isidore Sparber;
animated by Steve Muffati and Frank
Eudtes.

In this kickoff to the series, Superman
is intmduced to us with a q uick
biography, and the action begins as he
battles the destructive r ay of a m a d
scientist. Although there is comic relief
in the film in the form of the villain's
pet crow, the lack of such characters in
succeeding entries leads one to believe



Isidore Sparber, animated by Myron
Waldman and Frank Endres.

One of my personal favorites, due to
the wonderful animation of Superman as
he tries to pull the gold train while
being teargassed by the villains. The
animation team headed by Waldman and
Endres outdid themselves in showing the
stress the character was experiencing.
Lois has a great moment when she
fearlessly exchanges machine gun fire
with the train bandits l

Superman in t h e A r ctic Giant (c)
February 27, 1942. D i rected by Dave
Fleischer; story by Bill Turner and Ted
Pierce; animated by Willard Bowsky and
Reuben Grossman.

For me, this cartoon is a bit of a
disappointment, as the arctic g iant,
really a d inosaur, is designed in an
almost buffoonish manner. The creature
is not menacing enough, although this
doesn't stop him Rom wrecldng a fair
chunk of Metropolis before Superman

that the studio decided it better to play
the stories straight.

'nie animaton as Superman beats the
ray back to its source is breathtaking,
and the use of shadows and colors is sim
plyoverwhelming. As with all FleisC
er cartoons, the two animators credited
are Ihe head animators, who really
dhected ate short.

Superman in The Mechanical Nonsters
(c) November 28, 1941. Directed by
Dave Fleischer; storyby Isidore Sparber
«nd Seymour Kneitel; animated by Steve
Muffati and George Gennaneni.

A knockout of a cartoon with Superman
battling a dozen killer robots. There is
one mistake in continuity, as the number
on the principal robot changes. Once
again, Luis puts herself in danger for the
story, and Superman saves the day.

Superman in Billion Dollar Limited (c)
January 9 , 1 942. Dh ected by Dave
Fleischer, story by Seymour Kneitel and

A previously-unpublished model sheet for the gorilla Pom Superman in Tenor on the
Midway. Note the comparison of size between the ape and Clark Kent and Lois Lane,
and that thefilm's vrorking title uEas Gigantic.

\
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man cartoons.

Superman in The Magnetic Telescope (c)
April 24, 1942. Di rected by Dave
Fleischer, storyby Dan Gordon and Carl
Meyer; animated by Myron Waldman and
Thomas Moore.

The storyline for this short is pure
comic book hokum, but it is very enjoy
able. Superman must save Metropolis
from a comet a scientist has brought to
earth with h i s ma gnetic telescope.
Comic book fans might notice the stri
king resemblance between the cartoon's
scientist and the evil Dr. Sivana of the
Captain Marvel comic books. The
o utstanding moment c o mes wh e n
Superman acts as a human extension
cord.

can put him in the Meuopolis zoo.

Superman in The Bulleteers (c) March 27,
1942. Directed by Dave Fleischer, story
by Bill Tmner and Carl Meyer; animated
by Orestes Calpini and Graham Place.
Another marvelous night-time adventure,

as Superman tries lo stop a gang of
thieves who raid Metroplis in a bullet
shaped car. A typical example of the
live-action movie l ook t h e st udio
adopted for the series can be found in the
traveling shot through the crowds outside
City Hall and into the mayor's offlce.
While there is a c ertain economy of
movement in the sequence, the look
gives it a great atmosphere. Unlike the
later live-action television series, there
is an epic feeling to many of these Super

Superman in The Volcano (c) July 16,
1942. Directed by Dave Fleischer, story
by Bill Turner and Carl Meyer, animated
by Willard Bowsky and Otto Feuer.

A truly epic cartoon as Superman saves
a tropical island from its volcano. Bud
Collyer's voice was not used in this car
toon, although the new actor did not
have a vastly different approach to the
character. There is an in-joke towards
the end of the cartoons...the now-altered
volcano looks like the Paramount moun
tainl

Superman in Terror on the Mibray (c)
August 28, 1942. Di r ected by Dave
Fleischer (his last credit on a Paramount
released short); story by Jay Morton nd
Dan Gordon; animated by Or estes
Calpini and Jim Davis.

What's most impressive about this car
toon are the use of shadows and some of
the very odd camera angles. There is
one sequence which consists of very
tight closeups of Superman and the
escaped giant ape he's trying to capture
which is absolutely impressionisticl A
stunning cartoon.

By the time Sherman in The Volcano
had been released, the Fleischer brothers
had been forced out of their studio by the
management of Paramount Pictures, the
distributors of their cartoons. Paramount
promoted Max's son-in-law Seymour
Kneitel, storyman Isidore Sparber, and
office manager Sam Buchwald mto the
new managers of the s tudio, which
Paramount renamed the Famous Studio,
after its sheet-music publishing division.
The Popeye and Superman cartoons con
tinued production, although within sev
eral years Paramount would drop the
Superman series, move the studio back
to New York City from Miami, and cut
its budget.

In the next issue of Animato. Fll look
at the Famous Studios Superman shorts.
Until then, if you have a question or
c omments, please write to me a t 2 4
Hampden Street, Indian Orchard, MA
01151.

G. Michael Dobbs is the ogicial bio
grapher cf Mm Fleischer.

Superman ' in Electric Earthquake (c)
May 15, 1942. Directed by Dave
Fleischer, storyby Seymour Kneitel and
Isidore Sparber, animated by Steve
Muffati and Arnold Gillespie.

An American Indian attempts to get
Manhattan back f'rom Ihe white men by
setting off an electrically-induced earth
quake. More nifty comic book science
f iction, with S uperman showing his
human side as he gasps for air while
pushing the electrical connections out of
the ocean floor. Again, Lois puts herself
in danger, and one gets the impression
that she is getting used to itl
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A Book Column by David Bastian

TWO DISNEY MASTERS
E THEIR CRAFT

Too Funny For Words: Disney's Greatest
Sight Gags
By Frank Thomas and Oliver Johnston
Abbeville Press; $39.95

I n this new book by veteran Disney
animators thomas and Johnston, film
historian John Culhane is quoted as
saying, "An animator was l ike t he
princess in the fairy tale who had to spin
straw into gold." At no time does this
simile ring more true than when being
used to describe the classic bits of
Disney animation the book reproduces to
help explore and analyze "the Disney
humor." Six years after the publication
of their f irst magnum opus, Disney
Animation: the I llusion o f Life, Frank
and Ollie have returned to the vaults to
amass over 100 incidents from Disney
shorts that best typify the studio's bnmd
of humor.

The book is divided neatly into two
parts, with the first half a reminiscence

Gus Goose, from Dotudd's Cousin Gus (l939). (c) the Weft Disney Conqrarty.

©

about life at the Disney studio when its
rising cast o f c h aracters were still
bouncy, flexible, black and white, and in
service to th e v audevillian, lowbrow
stunts that they were created to perform.
As the Disney characters began to grow
(and as the animators grew with them),
their personalities began to lend them
selves to certain kinds of gags, and con
sequently certain gags which were funny
in and of themselves seemed even more
funny when performed by a certain
character.

laughter to have Mickey Mouse become
increasingly frustrated over the same
hnd of predicament in which Donald
Duck so often found himself. A r o le
reversal such as this would only distress
us. Instead, we laugh at how Mickey
escapes from a situation; we laugh at
how Donald creates the situation for
himself, and becomes caught up in i t .
All of a sudden, the gags were in service
t o the characters, not vice versa. A

For example, it would not elicit
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~ ga g was no hmger just a big laugh
getter, but also one which helped to es
tablish the characters, and more important
ly, their relationship with one another.

Certainly one of the contributing factors
to this advancement (and a factor that
many have blamed for the deperson
alization of animation as a medium of
artistic ammation) was Vfalt's -assigning of
each animator to the character with which
he was best able to become involved.
There are those who actually believe that
just because an animator was not active in
the story department, he was merely a
technician in the employ of ideas that
were uncontestedly handed down to him.

so because they want to believe that a
corporate setting cannot produce good
quality art. I n f act, the animators made
the final contribution to the story with the
insertion of personal touches that made
the characters and si tuations more
believable. The sequence irom Bambi in
which Thumper makes several unsuccessful
attempts to teach Bambi how to iceskate,
and the spaghetti-dinner scene in which
tudy and the Tratnp fall in love, are both
recounted as having been vague outlines in
the story before assigned to their ani
mators (who were by that time cast by
film sequence rather than by character).
TIie authors state that "as animators found
ways to portray humor thmugh the inner
feelings of the characters, the audiences
became more involved with each new
personality and more concerned about his
welfare."

The second half of the book is made up
almost entirely of artwork. examples of
the seven different types of sight gags in
Disney films, as defmed by the authors:
the Spot Gag (an isolated single joke); the
Running Gag (a gag that occurs several
times during a picture, becoining funnier
through repetition); the Gag-that-Builds (a
series of gags that increase in intensity);
the Action Gag (concerned less with what
the gag is than how it is performed); the
Tableau Gag (a held picture at the end of
an action, illustrating the result of that
action); the I n animate Character Gag
(humor in giving an object a personality
that fits both its appearance and function);
and the Funny Drawing (the drawing itself

Those who adhere to this doctrine do

Captain Hook and the Crocodile, front
Peter Pan (1953). (c) the Walt Disney
Conyany.
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characters.
Though a judgement against the

early (more primitive?) style is
implied, Frank and Ollie are not
above includmg some of their own .
failures. One anecdote even re
counts an instance in which. Walt
was wiongl There are also several
sketches and storyboards suggesting
scenes that were not used in the
fmal films. Al l of this aids us in
learning how the studio's approach
to its charactets evolved.

The only negative thing that can
be said of Too Funny For Wards is
that i t ~ meager when
weighed against the v isually-op
ulent Illusion of Life. But taken as
a companion volume, it serves to
reinforce one of the best depictions
of Disney and his studio. Up until
Illusion of Life, written accounts of
Disney were e i ther unbelievably
canonizing or excessively defam
atory; Disney was either the only
real genius of the cinema, or an
exploitative sweatshop boss, both
exlremes ultimately being equally
harmful to his image.

Frank and Ollie can be credited
with placing Disney m the proper
perspective. Disney. as depicted in
their books, was indeed a bit larger
than life, an inspired story editor
without peer, but a man who worked
with a s taff o f e q ually-inspired
artists who were allowed to exercise
many creative decisions. (Most of
the illustrations in both books are
credited lo their artists.)

To the authors. the primary
contributing factors lo the Disney
humor were "Walt's sense of enter
tainment as inteiprested in drawings
by an i m aginative and sk illful
staff." This view of Disney and his
studio is not only the most realistic
one, it is also the most likable one.
And for the first time, I can trust
that what I am readmg is an accurate
d ocumentation of lh e m ost i m 
portant studio in animation history.

David Bastiae lives in Cincinnati
with "Back," his anunation stand.

Front%un the Minor (1936). (c) the Weft
Dimey Cantpany.

that makes the gag funnier).
These catogories are by no meansall

inclusive. and many of the examples shown
overlap into other categories. Though the
juxtaposition of scenes as a narrative device
is mentioned. a valid topic barely covered
here is the contribution that a well-timed or
edited scene can play in i ntensifying the
action. (Perhaps that will be discussed in
their next bookl)

But regardless of classifcation, the artwork
is what most makes Tao Funny for Words
worth owning. St ills from the early black
and-white shorts (many by Ub Iwerks) are
used to compare the early shorts, in which
gags did not need to be performed by a
speciTic character, with the later, more refmed
shorts and features, in which the situations
sprang out o f th e pe rsonalitiesof the
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hand.

The Computer Animation Show. P ro 
duced by Teny Thoren.

The problem with computer animation
at this point is that it's so hard to make
believable characters. The pieces in Ex
panded Entertainment's The C omputer
Animation Show that sway away fxom
trying to do that are usually the most
successfuL Andre and Wally B. for in
stance, is an unsuccesful cartoon because
i t doesn't really do j u stice to t h e
characters, who would have been much
more expressive and funny if drawn by

The computer cartoons that wart the
best aie those that don't just try to
duplicate cel animation. Since computer
animation's benefits are the msult of its
usage of shapes and fomts, fihns that
capitalize on this aspect usually tum ous
the best.

But that is not enough. So much ab
stract meandering can get tedious. There
are less of these kinds of works in The
Computer Animation Show than have
been seen in the past, perhaps a sign
that the animators are trying to avoid
this tedium. Still, some of the works
(Elyse Vaintraub's Dej a Vu c omes to
mind) were mce Ioohng but nothing
else.

humanoid characters not found in nature
to advance the story. The only "mal" hu
man character in the show (Tony De
Peltrie) doesn't really pull off his be
lievabiTity (the length of that cartoon
doesn't help). but other fihns were more
succesful with more stylized abstractions
of the human form. In Fauplay, directed
by Michael Sciulli (with character an
imation by Anim ato's o w n M ark
Marderosian), the "actors" are 3D shapes
who cavort Nound a fair, riding the rides

Symbolic Graphics and WAitneylDenar
Productions's Stanley and Stella:
Breaking the Ice. From The Computer
Animation Show.

(including a great roller coaster), getting
lost in the crowd, and having mean
ingless and brief love affairs. The ro
bots in t h e s hort Op era I n dustrial,

by Adam Chin and Richard
Cohen at Pacific Data, wander through
their factory like rejects &om Metropolis
yet with feeling of their own. The
characters in Robert Abel's wonderful
High Fidelity axe merely rotating shapes
out of a 50s kitsch nightmare. Steve
Segal's Dance of t h e S tumblers was
perhaps the most successful in that crude
as it was compaxed to most of the other
fihns, the abstract stick figures carried
some personality lacking in the more ex
pensive-looking characters.

Yet all of these films are succesful not
dexpite the lack of facial features, but
because of that lack T xy mg to make
computer shapes too "realistic" inevit
ably leads to a comparison with what
can be done with cel animation, and
c omputers still haven't caught up t o
traditional means for conveying emo
tioiL

There are also f ilms which used
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Even better is Chris Wedge's work,
shown in Tuber's Two Step and Baiioon
Guy. Wedge, a student at Ohio State,
stays away &om the geometric shapcu
prefered by his fellow computer animat
ors; his characters bounce and spin with
great abandon as if made of iubber.
Their design reminds me of the am
mation of Paul Driessen (whose work I
also love). Credit also goes to David
Haumann who wrote Chris' "flexible
body" program.

The most succesful computer animation,
though, is where the animator takes a
normal everyday item and makes it into a
believable character. Jolm Lasseter did
an excellent job last year with his
Academy Award nommated Luzo, Jr„and
his newest entry, Red's Dream, is even
better. Without adding any humanizing
characteristic (eyes, mouth, arms), he can
make a lamp or a unicycle have great
personality. W h en Red the unicycle
finishes his dream and goes back to his
corner sadly, the audience gives a
collected "awwww." For a unicyclel

Also sort of in this vein is Oiispot and
Lipstick, a charming picm done after
hours by Disney animators under the
leadership of Dave Inglish and Michael
Cadeno. This even had the story feel of
a Disney film - hem saves heroine fmm
trouble against all odds. (Of course; did
you expect the female character to save
the day in a Disney film2) Oilspot and
Lipstick are "dogs" made up of spare
parts in the junkyard (his head is a
vacuum cleaner, she has eggbeaters for
ears). In at attempt to make the short
feel even more like a traditional cartoon,
drawings were used for the backgrounds
and outlines were drawn amund the
characters.

There are many more shorts in the
show, since most of the works are only
two minutes or so in length (not sur
prising given the costs of computer ani
mation). The films I' ve mentioned here I
feel are the ones that ike on the cutting
edge; they' re trying to break away fmm
the "oh, look, isn't that interesting"
school of computer animation to give us
something new. I t is nice to see some
ammators progressing, bit by bit.

The lYizard of Speed and Time. Directed
by and starring Mike Jittlov.

We all know that Mike Jittlov is a
genius. We' ve seen his films at science
f iction c onventions a nd animation
festivals. We know about his not shak
ing hands and wearing a green jacket.
We love all the eccentricities, so we' ll
forgive him if his first feature, which he
wrote, directed, and stars in, is a bit self
indulgent and inconsistent. Of course,
those who don't know the legend of
Mike Jittlov or haven't seen his short
films will probably not enjoy the film
as much as the initiated. But that was
no problem at this L.A. test screening in
late February, since most of the audience
were either fans or crew. However, even
an unfamiliar audience should fmd much
to like in The N'izard cf Speed and Time.

Jittlov himself is an extremely likable
screen presence, and his character, who
is of course himself, is veiy believable.
He skillfully walks a thin line between
being a magical person and being a
befuddled filmmaker. You can almost
believe that Mike Jittlov h as magical
powers. Sadly, those powers don't seem
to be in the areas of directing actors and
developing a believable plot. His power
lies in coming up with countless little
inventive ideas, little snippets of ani
mation and special effects, and high
energy editing. These pluses all come
together to make an enjoyable film, but
something is decidedlymissing. Maybe
it's plausible secondary characters, may

Peppy the pineapple. From The
Computer Animation Show.

Nike Ventre@a
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It's very entertining when the star is on
screen, and i t s inks when he's not.
Thank goodness he's on screen most of
the time. Steve Segal

Count Duckuh. A Cos groveHall
pmduction; directed by Chris Randall;
narrated by Bany Clayton.

A vegetarian vampire duck who would
rather eat BLT sandwiches than sink his
t eeth into anything bloody? A na n 
ny/housekeeper who i s t h e d e finitive
five-hundred pound canary with a brain
to match'l A h unchbacked butler with
the unlikely name of Igor, who wants to
relive the good ol' days of violence and
mayhem? All this and more awaits the
view of this new British series seen on
the Nickelodeon cable channel.

Count Duckula looks like he stepped
out of Walt Disney's worst nighunare
about Donald Duck and talks like a
missing member o f M o nty P y thon.
With narration that sounds like Vincent
Price, and a castle setting that Dracula
could love, this show has something for
everyone.

Based on a villain that appeared in
another Cos groveHall pmduction, Dan

be it's a subplot, or maybe it's a plot,
What plot there is concerns a bet made

between a director and his producer that a
novice special effects guy (Jittlov) can' t
possibly do a l l t h e s p ecial e ffects
required for a television special. Th e
pmducer hhes two t hugs to thwart
J ittlov's efforts to e n sure that t he
pmducer wins his bet. The premise of a
bet is weak, as are the actors playmg
these mles. Even weaker are the se
quences with the two thugs, who do fake
Mexican and Canadian accents and then
are featured in one of the worst chase
scenes ever put on film.

All this underscores the strengths of
the Jittlov character, who brings the fihn
back to an entertaining level after the
depths of these awkward scenes. When
Mike Jittlov is on the screen, it's hard
not to smile just a little, because his bits
are funny, unique, or at least visually
exciting, and usually all three. I n ter
spersed thmughout the film are excerpts
from his celebrated shorts, culminating
with a reshot version of the fast-nmning
part of the IYimrd short.

The N'isord of Speed and Time is a
tribute to the lure and lore of Hollywood.

Part of u Count Duckula storybourd. (c) Cosgrove-Han Productions.
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A Count Duckula wak cyc(e. (c) Cosgrove-Hall Productions.

gerutouse, Count Duckula (who wears a
Dangermouse nightshirt to bed) now has
adventures of his own. With the help of
a transporter machine (a coffin decorated
with Christmas lights), he and his com
p anions can travel anywhere. I n o n e
episode he visits one of his relatives in
Spain, while another time he returns to
ancient Egypt to find the mystic saxo
phone - an instrument that when played
gives the owner power over life and
death. In that episode, entitled "No Sax
Please, We' re Egyptian," the writers treat
the audience to several conversations
that belong in the Abbott and Costello
"Who's On First?" Hall of Fame.

Count Duckula is the kind of show
where the jokes (some good, some not
so good) come at the viewer fmm all
directions. Both vi sual and dialogue
gags run rampant, and the best way to
catch all the nuances of the show is with
a video recorder. This show is de6nitely
a keeperl Don Mohan

Light Years. Directed by Rene LaLoux.
Poor isaac Asimov.

He's a wonderful writer whose work
shines with the best of them. So why
did he allow himself to be associated
with his horrendous IHm?

It even says so at the beginning, in
huge letters: "Issac Asimov Presents,"
as if that wil l somehow redeem the
thing. In actuality, all Dr. Asimov did is
provide an English translation to this
French film by Rene LaLoux, the dhector
of Fantastic Pkmet.

If you l iked the slow, poiuhuuus
characters, the stilted and cliched dia
logue, and the minimal animation of
Fantastic Pkmet, then you should love

Light Years, which offers even more of
the same.

The story concerns a huge brain that
has somehow created a time door that
allows it to send people fmm the present
ahead in time to be turned into mbots to
come back in time to catch more people
to make more mbots. (Got that?)
Apparently, in the future, when this time
door was/will be made, the brain (who is
called - ready? - Metamorphisl Creative,
eh?) needs bodies to replenish its cells
which don't reproduce, so he sent these
robots back in time to get people, since
there are no people in the future. Why?
Because mbots destroyed them all long
ago in the past. (Huh?)

There is the obligatory male hem who
speaks of destiny and the obligatory
helpless female who falls in love with
him instantly (and who never wears a
shiit). There's the wise and trusted leader
who has bird wings growing out of her
head, and a race of twisted deformed
people who, of coutse, have hearts of
gold beneath their horrifying exteriors.
No one ever cracks a joke in this world.

There is nothing to d istinguish one
p erson from an y ot her b ased o n
personality. O n ly someone raised on
SatAM superheroes and Japanimation can
~ this junk

Perhaps if the animation were more
expressive Fd be more generous, but
despite lovely backgrounds and in
teresting looking creatures with strange
biologies, no one has even as much
e xpressive personality as one o f t h e
Happy Clowns of Happytown or what
ever they' re called.

Too bad we couldn't keep this movie's
eels fmm reproducing. Nf ike Ventrel(a



KRECFAE USE EÃf ERVEEW
(Ccwtinued from pago DJ

Are you pretty pleased with the reception
the show s gotten?
Critically, yealL Not so much with the
ratings. I t ' s weird, too, because the
Nielsens are all screwed up this year.
Every kid I talk to loves the show. I
can't figure out why the ratings are just
ldnd of average. It's really strange, and
I just don't believe that ashng 1200
people gives you a real cross-section of

But at the same time, there's problems
with the show. It should be jam-packed
entertainment. i%ere's also those "cheat
er" cartoons (the compilations of old
Terry footage.) Right away, the kids are

'going to tune out on those. No kid is
going to stand for something like that.
W'ere those strictly to save on budget?
Y eah. Th a t wa s t h e i dea i n t h e
beginning, but i t tumed out we had
enough money to do them real anyway.
Ralph kept worrying - he's kmd of a
paranoid about this - he kept worrying
that somewhere along the line he was
going Io ma k e so m e ca tastrophic
decision that would completely blow the
budget. He always wants to put away a
lot of money, which handicaps the rest
of us on the reality of making these
films.

It turned out we did-evetything on time,
on budget, in fact under budget, so we
had this money left over. So he blew it

The Cow.

in the p ost-production, just r edoing
things over and over again. He'd redo
songs for those dumb cheaters. W hy
waste money on those things? Nobody' s
going to watch them anyway. Just cut
together the best possible footage you
can from the old Terrytoons, if you' re
going to do that. But he'd look at it and
say, "Well I don't like it. L e t's do it
over again." Ra l ph, i t 's a c heaterl
Please put the money into a real cartoon!
Are you optimistic about the future at
all?
Pessimistic and optimistic. I t 's a weird
combmation. I h ave no optimism foi
Saturday morning. As long as there are
networks, there's going to be garbage.
In fact, as long as there are other
animation studios out t here, t here' s
going to be garbage. The only chance
is if my crew and I m anage to sell
something, and continue what we did on
Mighty Mouse, and not do our mistakes.
We' re getting better, we' re experiment
lllg.

Right now, I' ve got a bunch of projects
that I'm out there pitching. And I pitch
them to the networks too, but I don' t
have much hope for them. There's just
too many problems there.

It' ll take a little while, but we' re going
to sell something. In fact, we' re pretty
c lose now on a couple of things. I t
make take doing something really cheap
for cable or something like that. like
pulling off a Crusader Rabbit, just to get
something going. But once we do that,
then we c a n h opefully get b i gger
budgets.
So you' re less worried about a big budget
tlum about having the Peedom to do
something interesting?
Oh, definitely. G ive me $100,000 and
I' ll do a cartoon that might be better
than anything anyone else is doing. It' s
talent and inventiveness, is what it it is.
The money helps, you like to be able to
do something again if you get it wrong
or something. You like to do what you
should and make it My animated. But
My animated by itself doesn't make a
good cartoon. L ike Don Bluth films.
It's just a bunch of guys flailing all over
the place. %liat the hell is that'l That' s
not acting. It's full inbetweening.

America
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all, Dave Tendlar, Al Eugster, Bernie
Wolf, and myself al l had successful
careers in Hollywood, as did Al Giess
&om the background depaxtment. Under
the working conditions formulated by
Max and Dave it was impossible for
anyone to do his or her best work. That
is the substance of my evaluation, and I
believe all the above men would agree
with me.

If you think that the examination of
both the positive and negative aspects of
a studio's work indicates a basic emnity,
then you don't know how to write his
tory. I t i s only when all factors, good
and bad, are presented to the xesder, that
an accurate picture of a given situation
can be understood. M i nd you, each
historian is going to b e w r iting his
personal viewpoint. What is fascinating
about xeading is the fact that another
author evaluating the same factors might
come up with quite another type of book.

I certainly stand by my assertion that I
knew most of the people involved in the
strike. Frank Paiker and I played on the
same professional football team and went
on to vocational school together. Sadie
and Paul Bodin &om the ink and paint
department were my good Mends because
we were all Sunday painters. The idea
that the animators sat in some hnd of
ivory tower, seper ate from the lowly
inkers and painters, just isn't so. In
Florida, when I asked about the strike, I
was talking to my friends. You were
i nterviewing strangers....there is on e
hell of a differenc.
I am glad that you have backed off &om

your petulant position about my not
having given you my best anecdotes for
your book Even so, I still say that as
long as you were so obviously angry at
my fancied lack of cooperation, ethically
you should not have written a review,
nor should Joe Adamson, for the same
xeasoxL It's not pmfessional.

As for your gleeful accusation that I
shouldn't have used Felix the Cat on the
cover of my book, if this holds true,
none of you people who are now writing,
but did not work i n t he pmfession,

(Continued Potu page S) books.
should use animation characters on your

There are more than 400 pages in my
book. In stead of w r iting about the
content, here you are happily pointing
out that I never worked on Felix the Cat,
yet I use him on my cover. If that isn' t
a case of puerile nit-picking, I don' t
know what to call it.

It strikes me that it is high time to call
a halt to this exchange, because we
obviously are not dealing &om the same

Shamus Culhane
New York, NY

Dear Shamus Culhane:
Well Shamus, you'xe absolutely right.

'We are speaking &om different pos
itions. You speak &om the viewpoint of
a participant. I s peak &om the view
point of a trained observer.

I look at the story of the Fleischer
Studios not just from one viewpoint, as
you do, but &om the viewpoint of many
who worked at the studio. I ' ve inter
viewed Joe Oriolo, Jack Mercer, Mae
QuesteL Myron Waldman, Vera Coleman,
Al E ugster, A l den G e tz , Pa uline
Commaner. Hal Seeger, John Walworth,
Hi Neigher, Edith Venuck, Ruth Kneitel,
Grim Natwick, Lanny Rioss, Sammy
Timburg, and you, Shamus. My M end
Ray Pointer has provided me with tran
scripts of conversations he had with Lou
Fleischer, and I ' ve gathemd clippings
a bout the studio &om 1919 t o t h e
present. I' ve watched hours and hours of
Fleischer cartoons, and own many on
videotape.

I have been a professional journalist
for over ten years; my work has appeared
nationally in publications including USA
Today and Twilight Zone Magazine. I
work now as the Pxogram Supervisor at a
restored Victorian house museum, and I
teach children how t o p reserve the
history of t heir f amilies and com
munities. I b ring these experiences to
the project of writing a book on Max
Fleischer and his studio. I hope to hear
&om you when my book is published,
Shamus, as I' ll value your reactions.

G. Michael Dobbs
Indian Orchard, MA
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CLASSIFIED ADS

Animato is a great place to advertise original art, books, fihns, and other products of
interest to our enthusiastic and growing audience of animation fans. Please write for
our rate card and full details on our new format. Deadline for the next issue is July 15,
1988.

16MM CARTOONS. Superb selection of Warners, Fleischer, Avery, Herman-Ising.
much more. Great stuffll SSAE for large list. $5 discount on firs purchase to Animato
readers. C.G. Vesce, Box 223, Wanaque NJ 07465.

FREE CATALOG OF ORIGINAL ANIMATION CELSl Own, collect, display
America's hottest collecfible: Original paintings actually filmed in making Hollywood
cartoons. Color catalog illustrates hundreds of one-of-a-hnd animation cel paintings:
Mickey Mouse, Bugs Bunny...all your favorite characters. Many vintage drawings,
too. Gallery Lainzberg. 200 Guaranty Building, Cedar Rapids, Iowa, 52401. For a
free catalog, call 1400-553-9995.

WANTED: FLIPBOOKS, any sort, any subject. Send lists, inquiries to Richard
Leskosky. 602 East High, Urbane. Illinois 61801 (217) 328-3645.

ANIMATION COLLECTABLESl Books, videos. art and more. Send for free listl
Korkis and Cawley, PO Box 1643. Burbank, CA 91507.

WANTEBst WRITERS AN9 ARTISTS to contribute to Animato. Write for
guidehnes and contributors' news sheet: Animato, PO Box 1240, Cambridge, MA
02238.
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